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Abstract. In this paper, we propose a new �nancial instrument known

as executable digital cash, or X-cash. X-cash is a means of binding an

o�er to the accompanying goods or payment, enabling the processes of

searching and paying to be uni�ed. The result is a mechanism by which

electronic trades can occur in a highly distributed setting with strong

security guarantees. When a party receives an X-cash o�er, he or she can

verify that it is bona �de and can initiate a trade immediately, without

contacting the originator directly. X-cash may therefore be used, among

other things, to enable mobile agents to carry funds and make payments

on-site without running the risk of "pick-pocketing". In this paper, we

introduce X-cash, describe some variants, and sketch proofs of its security

properties.

1 Introduction

The growth of the Internet and the increasing sophistication and availability of

cryptographic tools have promised to bring commerce to new heights of e�ciency

and international breadth. E�ciency suggests a number of things, including min-

imized human involvement, improved distribution of goods and information, and

more rapid processing of transactions. Ideally, prospective traders should be able

to locate one another in a highly automated fashion and then execute trades with

strong security guarantees. Until now, two trends in the research area of elec-

tronic commerce have been visible. Starting with the introduction of payment

schemes to the �eld of cryptography by Chaum, Fiat and Naor ([7], also see [9],)

research contributions have tended either to introduce new features into existing

payment paradigms or to address stronger attack models. Among the new fea-

tures recently introduced are o�-line payments [2, 3, 14], divisibility [27, 20], and

micro-payments [17, 18, 23, 25, 28, 33]. Examples of stronger attack models or

improved protection against attacks include tamper-resistance [10], provable se-

curity against forgery [24], fairness [19], probabilistic on-line veri�cation [23, 37],

and revocable anonymity [4, 5, 6, 12, 15, 16, 20, 21, 22, 26, 30, 31, 32, 34, 36].

In all of these schemes, however, it has been assumed that we start at a point



where we have two parties who are aware of each other's existence and where-

abouts and wish to perform a transfer of funds and merchandise. Whereas this

is true for a conventional commercial setting, it is not necessarily true for the

type of setting which is the main driving force of electronic commerce-namely

one in which there is a large number of uncoordinated and distributed partici-

pants potentially willing to engage in barters, but unaware of each other's trade

goals. It is possible in such a setting to let prospective trading partners seek each

other out and then initiate peer-to-peer transactions. This, however, increases

the risk of communications bottlenecks, as communicating with the originator

of an o�er may require costly traversals of a network. In addition, if the issuer

of an o�er receives many bids but has limited computational power, this means

of commerce could overtax his or her resources. In order to obtain a realistic

and e�cient solution, we must consider alternative methods of establishing �rst

contact between traders, and develop methods to perform a transaction with-

out peer-to-peer contact when a desirable match is found. To do this, we may

consider the mobile agent paradigm that has recently become the focus of much

attention in the AI and distributed systems communities. Mobile agents are pro-

gram segments sent across a network which execute on host machines (very much

like a friendly virus). Their aim is to perform some task on behalf of the user with

a certain degree of autonomy (see [29] for an overview). Proposed uses include

bartering, negotiating, entertainment, monitoring, data selection and �ltration,

searching, and distributed processing. Current suggestions for payment schemes

are not well adapted to use with mobile agents: if an agent carries digital cash,

for instance, it is vulnerable to "pick-pocketing" [35]. On the other hand, not

allowing agents to carry funds to perform commerce requires a reduction to the

peer-to-peer setting with its attendant bottlenecks. Our aim is to avoid these

two types of problems, and to supply an e�cient and practical payment scheme

which may be based upon any type of broadcast mechanism, including mobile

agents. To this end, we propose a new �nancial instrument known as executable

digital cash, or X-cash. X-cash is a means of binding an o�er to the accompa-

nying goods or payment, enabling the processes of searching and payment to

be uni�ed. The result is a mechanism by which electronic trades can occur in

a highly distributed setting with strong security guarantees. When a party re-

ceives an X-cash o�er, he or she can verify that it is bona �de and can initiate

a trade immediately, without contacting the originator directly. The basic idea

is as follows. Alice obtains from her bank a signed certi�cate bearing her public

key PK

A

and authorizing her to make payments using a corresponding secret

key SK

A

. Alice signs a program ! using SK

A

. This program ! acts like an agent

for Alice (in the usual sense of the word not related to mobile agents). It takes

as input some item (e.g., a program, a news article, or frequent ier miles), and

outputs the amount which Alice is willing to pay for that item. The program

! along with the certi�cate constitute a piece of X-cash. If Bob wishes to sell

an item Q to Alice, he can take the X-cash and the item Q to Alice's bank. By

running the program ! on Q, Alice's bank can determine how much to pay Bob.

Alice's bank may then hold the item Q for Alice or otherwise arrange to send



it to her. The trade is thus completed in a secure fashion without any direct

contact between Alice and Bob. X-cash may be regarded as an extension of the

recently introduced concept of challenge semantics [20]. This concept uses the

challenge of a payment to indicate the conditions of the barter. In its original

version, it only allowed a designation of the payment to be speci�ed. We extend

the concept and the use of it by allowing any executable program to be used in-

stead, which enables a solution to the problem of agent-based trade. Our method

can be applied to any payment scheme with revocable anonymity controlled by

a set of trustees, to certi�cate-based payment schemes without anonymity (such

as [11]), and to payment schemes with on-line redemption (such as [13]).

Organization of paper

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives the de�nitions

and notation used in the paper, describes our trust model, and formalizes the

goals we are seeking to achieve. Section 3 describes how we achieve these goals

using X-cash. We sketch some proofs on the security of our X-cash scheme in

section 4. In section 5, we describe some extensions and improvements to the

basic X-cash scheme.

2 De�nitions, Model, and Goals

De�nitions

Informally, an o�er is a proposal to trade some collection of goods, moneys, or

services for another collection of goods, moneys, or services according to a set of

well de�ned terms. An o�er may involve either buying and selling: the term in

our usage eliminates the distinction between these two activities. Alice might,

for instance, make an o�er to sell 500 French francs at 5 francs per $1, or she

might make an o�er to buy up to 500 French francs at $1 per 5 francs. A bid

is a response to an o�er. If Alice is selling French francs, and Bob tenders her

$5, then Bob is making a bid. We refer generically to any entity making an o�er

or a bid as a trader. We may describe these ideas more formally in terms of an

o�er function, de�ned as a function ! : S ! T . Here S = f0; 1g

�

is the space

of possible bids and T = f0; 1g

�

[ � is the space of possible goods, moneys,

or services proposed in response to these bids. The symbol � indicates a null

response, i.e., the bid is deemed unacceptable. We shall use ! interchangably

to indicate an o�er function and the code implementing an o�er function. We

denote by !(Q) the output of ! on a bid Q. Observe that ! is stateless. It does

not compute, for example, based on the current time or on a history of bids. In

advanced protocols which we shall touch on only briey in this paper, S may

be de�ned to include parameters like the current time and a lists of all bids

made in response to an o�er. We de�ne an X-cash coin 
 to be an expression

of an o�er ! (as a program or a text description, or in any other form) along

with all accompanying signatures, certi�cates, programs, and instructions. Alice



will transmit or broadcast 
 in order to initiate a trade (by means, e.g., of a

mobile agent.) The aim of this paper will be to determine what form the X-cash

coin must assume to achieve the exibility and security guarantees desired in

our model for electronic commerce. The system we propose will make extensive

use of what we refer to as negotiable certi�cates. A negotiable certi�cate is an

authorization, issued by a �nancial or other institution, for a trader to make o�ers

using some quantity of assets held by the institution. Let (SK

A

; PK

A

) denote

a secret/public signature key pair held by a trader Alice, and let (SK

F

; PK

F

)

denote a secret/public signature key pair held by Alice's �nancial institution.

A negotiable certi�cate C assumes the form �

SK

F

(PK

A

), where �

SK

F

denotes

a signature using the secret key SK

F

. (Note that the units of value of the

certi�cate may either be left implicit, or may be speci�ed in an extra �eld.) If

Alice wishes to sign over a quantity m of assets to Bob, she creates the signature

�

SK

A

(Bob;m), and gives it to Bob along with the negotiable certi�cate C to

be redeemed by her �nancial institution. Thus a negotiable certi�cate may be

loosely regarded as a license to write checks up to a certain amount.

Trust Model

Let us now present the trust model in which we seek to conduct trades. We

then give a formal statement of the goals, regarding both security and exibility,

which we are trying to achieve in this model.

Network Alice will broadcast her X-cash coin in an open network (by means,

e.g., of a mobile agent which may spawn). We assume the following about this

network.

1. An adversary may inject X-cash coins of her own construction into the net-

work (such as a coin 


0

purporting to come from Alice).

2. The X-cash coin 
 may be freely read and executed by any party.

3. An adversary cannot signi�cantly impede normal delivery of an X-cash coin.

In particular, let D denote the total set of delivery points potentially reach-

able by an X-cash coin 
. Let p

t

(D) be the probability that 
 reaches a

delivery point D 2 D after broadcast in a non-adversarial network in time

t. Let p

0

t

(D) be the probability that 
 reaches delivery point D in time t

in a setting where at least a constant c-fraction of network servers are hon-

est, but the rest may refuse to deliver any message. Suppose that t is such

that p

t

(D) > (1 � �) lim

t!1

p

t

(D) for all D 2 D and for some constant

� s.t. 0 < � < 1. In other words, t represents a long enough time for al-

most all of the broadcast to be accomplished under normal circumstances.

We require that the probability distributions p

t

and p

0

t

be polynomial time

indistinguishable over coin ips of the entities in the network.

4. All parties have unimpeded access to �nancial institutions.



Parties We assume the following about the parties in our model.

1. Financial institutions may be trusted to act on behalf of their patrons, but

not necessarily of other parties.

2. Financial institutions trust one another.

3

3. Parties other than �nancial institutions are not necessarily trustworthy.

Computational assumptions We make the following computational assump-

tions.

1. All parties have conventionally limited computational resources (polynomial

in an appropriate security parameter).

2. A digital signature scheme is employed in which it is infeasible to commit

existentially forgery of signatures.

Goals of this paper Our goal is to achieve realize electronic commerce with

the following properties within the trust model described above:

1. Entitlement authentication. Any party considering an o�er ! issued by Alice

must be able to determine from the X-cash coin 
 whether Alice has been

issued the goods, services, or moneys being o�ered. This should be achievable

o�-line. Note that this property is di�erent from authentication in the usual

sense in that Alice's identity is not of concern (and may not even be known).

Note also that entitlement authentication is a guarantee that Alice has been

issued, but not necessarily that she currently possesses the funds or rights in

question: these funds or rights may already have been spent.

2. Fairness. No one should be able to engage in any exchange not de�ned by

!. Moreover, Alice should be able to specify (in her X-cash coin) how many

such exchanges she wishes to engage in.

3. Perfect matchmaking. Any party that receives the X-cash coin 
 should be

able to engage in a fair exchange with Alice. No information beyond publicly

available information and that provided by 
 is required.

4. Integrity. Any party must be able to verify that the X-cash coin 
 has not

been tampered with.

5. E�ciency. The X-cash coin 
 should be compact, and o�ers and bids should

be capable of being processed e�ciently.

3 Solution

In this section, we provide details of the X-cash protocols used to achieve the

goals described above. Before presenting these protocols formally, let us take

a brief look at the intuition behind them. Recall that before making an o�er,

Alice obtains a negotiable certi�cate C granting her rights to the funds or rights

3

Note that this assumption is not necessary if we make use of a fair exchange protocol,

such as that proposed in, e.g., [1].



she wishes to o�er, and enabling her to transfer those rights to another party.

The key idea behind X-cash is the following. Alice constructs her X-cash coin


 in such a way that the transfer of rights using C is conditional on having a

suitable bid R as input to a piece of code !. In other words, instead of signing

over funds or rights to an individual, Alice signs them over based on a piece

of code ! which evaluates the worth of a bid R. To make a bid, Bob creates a

suitable, signed representation R of his bid, and submits it to Alice's �nancial

institution along with 
. This �nancial institution veri�es that Alice's negotiable

certi�cate still retains su�cient value for the transaction with Bob, and contacts

Bob's �nancial institution to ensure that Bob too has su�cient funds available.

The two �nancial institutions then process the exchange. The formal details of

the protocols are given below. Note that for simplicity of notation, we assume

that all signatures have full message recovery.

X-cash protocols

Initiation of trade

1. Alice has a negotiable certi�cate C from her �nancial institution F

A

, at-

tributing to her rights to all goods or moneys in T , the range of the o�er

function ! to be used in her X-cash. This certi�cate is issued against public

key PK

A

for which Alice holds the corresponding private key SK

A

.

2. Alice decides what o�er she wishes to make, and constructs an o�er function

! : S ! T . Again, S = f0; 1g

�

is the space of possible bids and T =

f0; 1g

�

[ � is the space of possible responses to these bids. Alice creates a

piece of executable code for her o�er function !.

3. Alice decides what policy she wishes to use in accepting bids. For the sake

of simplicity, we might allow three possible policies: (1) She accepts all bids

until all rights attributed by C are exhausted; (2) She accepts the �rst j valid

bids; or (3) She accepts the best bid received before date d. Alice encodes

her policy choice in a �eld P .

4. Alice constructs the X-cash coin 
 containing [�

SK

A

(!; P ); C].

5. Alice transmits 
.

Initiation of bid

1. On receiving Alice's o�er, Bob veri�es the correctness of �

SK

A

(!; P ).

2. Bob evaluates Alice's o�er !. (This may involve reading or automatically

processing an attached prose description of the o�er and/or executing ! on

possible bids.)

3. Bob executes ! on input Q, which is his matching bid. He veri�es that the

output indicates acceptance of the bid, i.e., that !(Q) 6= � and that the

corresponding o�er is as desired.

4. Bob obtains from the �nancial institution F

B

a certi�cate C

0

bound to a

public key PK

B

for which Bob holds the corresponding secret key SK

B

.

(Note that Bob may have to perform this step earlier if ! checks certi�cates.)



5. Bob creates

4

a bid capsule R = [�

SK

B

(
;Q; !(Q)); C

0

].

6. Bob sends R to �nancial institution F

A

.

Clearing Process

1. On receiving the �rst bid capsule with the X-cash coin 
, the �nancial

institution F

A

reads the policy P in 
, veri�es that 
 is correctly formed

(that all signatures and certi�cates are valid), and then stores 
.

2. In accordance with the policy P in 
, the �nancial institution F

A

collects

all valid bid capsules R

1

; R

2

; : : : ; R

m

(containing bids Q

1

; Q

2

; : : : ; Q

m

).

3. For each R

i

in fR

1

; R

2

; : : : ; R

m

g, the �nancial institution F

A

does the fol-

lowing:

(a) F

A

checks that R

i

is correctly formed.

(b) F

A

then runs ! on the bid Q

i

contained in capsule R

i

.

(c) If !(Q

i

) 6= �, then F

A

checks that Alice has funds worth at least !(Q

i

)

remaining against the negotiable certi�cate C. If not, F

A

does not process

R

i

.

(d) F

A

checks with the appropriate �nancial institution F

B

that there are

funds to back the bid Q

i

. If not, then F

A

does not process R

i

.

4. If Alice has su�cient funds, and there are su�cient funds remaining to sup-

port the bid Q

i

, then F

A

and F

B

perform the exchange speci�ed by o�er

and bid, as explained below.

Performing the exchange

When the two �nancial institutions, F

A

and F

B

, have agreed on an exchange

as speci�ed by 
 and some bid capsule R

i

, the ownership rights need to be

exchanged correspondingly. This can be done in a variety of ways, out of which

we suggest two: (1) If the same public key is to be used for the newly acquired

merchandise, the �nancial institutions simply re-issue certi�cates on the public

keys corresponding to the new owners of the merchandise. These certi�cates can

then be forwarded by either �nancial institution to the acquirers, or "picked up"

by the same. (2) If a new public key is to be employed, the �nancial institutions

may enter the old public keys of the parties acquiring the merchandise that they

certify in a database, and the new owners have to supply a new public key to be

certi�ed, and prove knowledge of the secret key corresponding to the old public

key in order for the exchange to occur.

4 Proofs

We claim that our basic scheme implements entitlement authentication (Theo-

rem 1), fairness (Theorem 2), perfect matchmaking (Theorem 3), and integrity

(Theorem 4).

4

Note that the expected output of ! on Q is included in the bid in order to avoid

bait-and-switch attacks in which an o�er appears one way when �rst inspected by

Bob, and in another way when redeemed by the bank.



Theorem 1: The basic scheme implements entitlement authentication, i.e., it is

possible for a party examining an o�er to determine that the party making the

o�er has been issued the rights to the goods of the o�er.

Proof of Theorem 1: (Sketch)

Recall that Alice signs the o�er using the key associated with the negotiable cer-

ti�cate C. The public key in C is signed by a �nancial institution, meaning that

this institution is responsible for redeeming the value implicitly speci�ed by the

public key and certi�cate. Thus, by examining the signatures, Bob can ascertain

that the certifying entity will redeem this value in the case of a transaction if

there are funds remaining. It is not possible to forge either of these signatures,

by the assumption of existential unforgeability of the corresponding signature

schemes. 2

Theorem 2: The basic scheme implements fairness, i.e., no one should be able

to engage in an exchange not de�ned by the corresponding o�er and bid.

Proof of Theorem 2: (Sketch)

First, a bid is made with respect to an o�er in a binding way: a matching

o�er constitutes a pair of o�er and bid. In particular, Bob signs both o�er and

bid together, so that they may not be dissociated without forgery or alteration

of his signature. Likewise, Alice protected the integrity of the o�er by signing

it. Therefore, the scheme implements fairness under the assumption that the

�nancial entities will not steal resources. 2

Theorem 3: The basic scheme implements perfect matchmaking.

5

In other

words, any party with a strategy for producing valid bids and appropriate access

to broadcasts of an o�er 
 should be allowed a fair exchange based on 
.

Proof of Theorem 3: (Sketch)

By assumption 3 about the broadcast network, it is not possible for an adver-

sary to impede the broadcast of an X-cash coin 
 signi�cantly. In particular,

any party which has access to a distribution point D 2 D such that p

t

(D) is sig-

ni�cantly large for suitable t will obtain 
 with high probability even in the face

of an adversarial attack. By assumption 4 about the broadcast network, bids will

arrive at the appropriate �nancial institution unimpeded. Having collected bids

in accordance with the policy P speci�ed in 
, the �nancial institution backing

the o�er will process all matching bids. Selected o�ers and bids will then be

resolved atomically by the �nancial institutions backing the funds of the o�er

and the selected bids. By Theorem 2, the resulting trade will be fair. 2

Theorem 4: The basic scheme implements integrity, i.e., any party must be

able to verify that a given o�er capsule has not been tampered with.

5

We note that if the selection strategies governing how matches are made are very

complex, then the computational task of �nding the "best �t" is signi�cant. We can

only hope for heuristic matchmaking schemes to be "almost perfect". The work of

matching received o�ers and bids, however, is outside the scope of this paper. We

assume that there is a mechanism for selection of o�ers and bids in place, and for

simplicity, that this mechanism e�ects perfect matches.



This follows automatically from the use of digital signatures to authenticate

o�ers; if it is possible to tamper with an o�er capsule, this breaks the assumption

that the corresponding signature scheme is existentially unforgeable.

5 Extensions

There are a number of possible ways of extending the functionality of X-cash.

We will touch briey on some of these in this section.

5.1 Anonymity

The ability to perform �nancial transactions anonymously has been of major

concern to proponents of digital cash since its inception. Anonymity is of equal

or greater importance in X-cash transactions, particularly as a single coin may

be viewed openly by many parties. X-cash may be rendered anonymous by es-

sentially the same means as traditional e-cash. Many o�-line anonymous cash

schemes, however, have mechanisms for protecting against overspending by the

use of thresholds. Since redemption of X-cash occurs on-line, these mechanisms

are not relevant here. On the other hand, schemes with perfect privacy and on-

line redemption (e.g. [8]) are quite suitable for use with X-cash, as are many of

the schemes with anonymity controlled by trustees.

5.2 Stateful o�ers and bids

In the body of this paper, we consider only stateless o�ers, i.e., o�ers ! which

take as input a single bid. In some situations, though, the party making an o�er

may wish to take into account the value of multiple bids or other information

simultaneously. For this reason, it may be desirable to extend the scope of the

o�er function ! to allow for a range of possible inputs and outputs, and also to

change the policy �eld P . We sketch a couple of examples here:

{ Alice has 50,000 frequent ier miles to sell. She is willing to sell them piece-

meal, but wishes to dispose of as many as possible in the next month. Alice

therefore indicates in her policy description P that the Bank should collect

all bids Q

1

; Q

2

; :::; Q

n

over the next month and then run ! on them, pro-

cessing all bids output by !. Alice constructs an o�er program ! which �nds

and outputs the subset of bids among Q

1

; Q

2

; :::; Q

n

whose sum is as close

as possible to but not greater than 50,000.

{ Alice wishes to sell a 6 ounce gold bar for its market price on the day of sale.

She obtains from her Bank a negotiable certi�cate of entitlement to the gold

and constructs an o�er program !. When given a bid Q, the program ! goes

out onto the Web, checks the current price per ounce d of gold bullion, and

outputs "yes" if Q � 6d, and "no" otherwise. Alice indicates in P that her

Bank should redeem any bid Q which yields a "yes" output. (Note that the

state in ! is external in this example.)



5.3 Secret Strategies

We have just demonstrated how it is possible to enhance the o�er program

to make X-cash more exible. It is equally possible to make enhancements to

the policy statement P . This may be particularly useful if Alice wishes to pur-

sue what we refer to as a secret strategy, i.e., if she wishes for her method

for selecting among bids to remain concealed from potential trading partners.

She may be accomplish this by constructing a piece of X-cash of the form


 = �

SK

A

(!;E

PK

F

[P ]; C), where PK

F

is the public key of Alice's issuing

�nancial institution. Consider the following scenario. Alice wishes to sell one

million shares of Mata Hari Crypto Corp., Inc.-a controlling interest-at the price

of $100/share. She does not want anyone to know how large a block of stock

is being sold, and wants to avoid having any one individual accumulate too

many shares from the o�ering. Alice may accomplish this by constructing an

o�er program ! which takes as input a bid $Q and outputs "Q=100 shares". She

constructs a policy P stating that any bid for more than 10,000 shares should be

rejected. Alice includes an encryption of P in her X-cash coin as described above.

Note that if complex policy statements are permitted, then it may be bene�-

cial for P to take the form of a program whose inputs are bids and timestamps

associated with these bids and whose outputs are accepted bids.
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